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FROM THE COMMODORE 

I believe it was after our first 
planning session of the '92 AYC Board 
that Dennis Awbrey remarked that 1992 
looked to be a critical year in the 
life of this club. This was in 
reference to several slight but 
noticeable downward trends affecting 
us. While the Great Flood of '91 has 
~e.mpo~y distracted us, our prime 
focus for the coming year should be 
continued vitality of AYC. But first, 
the immediate problems. 

SOGGY SAGA The LCRA c 1 osed the last f 1 oodgate when the 
lake level dropped to 688 feet, about three feet below swimming 
pool level . It is our understanding that the level will fall 
slowly (about 3 inches per day) in the near future. We 
anticipate that the LCRA will open the lake to recreational 
boating on January 16. The initial dry-out phase of our recovery 
is scheduled to be complete by January 18 at which time we intend 
to open the front gate and allow traff i c onto some areas of the 
grounds. (We intend to allow the lower paved areas at least 
three weeks to dry before permitting traffic.) Consistent with 
our goal of having this club back on an operational footing as 
soon as possible, the Board has committed to resuming our racing 
schedule with Frostbite #3 on February 2 . Please bear in mind 
that things may not run quite as smoothly as usual, and we will 
continue to have access , parking , restroom, and other problems 
until our reconstruction is completed. It currently appears that 
our buildings will be out of commission for varying periods 
ranging from a few weeks to several months. One of the initial 
obstacles will be obtaining the necessary permits from the City 
of Austin, the LCRA, and Travis County. Travis County has stated 
that anything which is more than a 50% loss will be required to 
be rebuilt with the floor level at 717 feet. Whether or how this 
rule applies to our situation is not yet known, but the "worst
case-scenario'' is disturbing to say the least. More news as it 
develops. 

In a more positive vein, I am pleased to be able to tell you that 
the Board has selected a general contractor to handle our recon
struction. After seeking input from a number of club members and 
professionals in the field, the Board obtained qualifying infor
mation from si x general contractors, including three club mem
bers. Ov er the course of eight or ten planning sessions, we 
developed a matrix of relevant criteria, scored each contractor, 
checked references, conducted ·interviews , and finally determined 
that the best contractor for this project would be C.P. Snider 
Construction Co. This is one of the larger general contractors 
in the area and Paul Snider , the principal, has excellent creden
tials. His company (or prior versions thereof) has handled such 
projects as the restorations of the Governor's Mansion and the 
Paramount Theater. The Board, our banker, the insurance adjust
er, and Snider are well on their way to establishing a positive 
working relationship. But don ' t get too complacent: there will 
be many projects which will not be covered by our insurance and 
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FROM THE COMMODORE (continued) 

which we will continue to accomplish with volunteer labor. Most 
of these will be coordinated by the responsible Board member. 
Remember, if you wait until you are asked, you're a draftee, not 
a volunteer! 

1992 CALENDAR OF EVENTS We are determined to minimize 
the flood-related disruption to our calendar. Although we were 
compelled to cancel all races initially scheduled for January, we 
will do our best to see that every other racing event is held on 
a more-or-less normal basis. And we will offer the full gamut of 
training and social events that have characterized our program in 
the past. In analyzing the levels of participation during 1991, 
we found that the Saturday Eveining Series was the most popular, 
so we have decided to offer :t».10 Saturday Evening Series this 
summer. We are also committed to increasing regatta participa
tion and will again offer a two-weekend Governor's Cup. (Keel 
boats will race on the 3-day ~,eekend and centerboards the follow
ing weekend.) We will continue to experiment with the format of 
our other regattas. Our calendar is crammed with activity -
virtually every Saturday and Sunday from February through Decem
ber is booked. This schedule has something for everyone. I hope 
to see each of you frequently . 

1992 BUDGET As you may have surmised, the f 1 ood has al so 
wreaked havoc on our budget. I have previously reported that we 
have a $10,000 deductible on our flood insurance, and we will 
almost certainly have to spend a fair amount to make appropriate 
improvements and changes during reconstruction. Our dues-paying 
membership continues to decline as does regatta participation, 
both of which mean less income to the club. In addition, al
though certain expenses should decline this year ( interest pay 
ments, for example), many others continue to rise (we are losing 
our gasoline discount). This Board intends to continue the 
conservative fiscal policies 1~hich have brought us to our current 
e xcel lent financial health. In order to do so, I e xpect triat the 
Board will approve a $2 per month dues increase at our January 
meeting. This will raise the dues to $38 per month. Personally 
I feel that our dues should go to $50 per month and our slip fees 
should be somewhat closer to market va lue. This would allow us 
to make some significant changes . Lucky for you, though, I'm 
only one vote ... at least for now. 

MEMBERSHIP The dee 1 i ne in membership and regatta part i c i -
pation is at the core of the concern that this club has just 
turned to 40 and is acting like it. Certainl y a large portion of 
this is economics. As the Austin economy has dropped, so has our 
membership (down from about 420 about five years ago to about 390 
today). The economy is beyond our control but the clear lesson 
is that we simply need to do a better job of marketing sailing 
and sailboat racing as a leisure activity . During the past 
couple of years, the Board has responded with a variety of short 
and l ong term approaches. Our junior sailing program and summer 
camps are long-term contributors to the solution; innovations in 
regatta formats are more short term. Additionally, we have tried 
to broaden our scope of activities by offering such things as CPR 
and First Aid c lasses to compliment our racing clinics and semi
nars. We have actively sought media attention. We have been 
more receptive to multihull owners. We continue to support the 
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FROM THE COMMODORE (continued) 

UT Sailing Team. We also hope that the upcoming America's Cup 
competition and the expanded coverage to be given to Olympic 
sailing should give us greater e xposure this year. These things 
are all part of the solution. If you have additional ideas, 
please let me hear them (thank you John Vance for your letter). 
At a bare minimum, please resolve to take at least two non
sailors to the lake this year and demonstrate the Joyo~ s~~g. 

KUDOS Thanks to our ta 1 ented and en er get i c Te 11 ta 1 e Edi tor 
and Secretary Vicki Bremer (and al 1 those who contributed their 
articles), this publication was recently recognized for its 
excellence by Mid-Gulf Sailinct Magazine. Areas receiving partic
ular attention to their excellence were the cover photos by Ty 
Johnson, the letter from the Commodore, and AYC's active partici
pation by one-design fleets. Congratulations to all concerned. 

SPEC I AL THANKS A special thanks to new member Steve Gay 
for providing temporary office! space at Commander's Point for our 
staff who are doing a great job trying to keep the office func
tioning as normal as possible. 

Also, a special thanks to Bill Howard for making available tempo
rary housing for staff member Gary Stone who was flooded out o f 
Cabin 1. 

And please take the time to join me in thanking each of your 
Board members for the extraordinary amounts of time and talent 
that they have contributed during the last month. We spent more 
hours in planning sessions in the last month than in all of last 
year! It has been phenomenal . Thank you. 

After my 20-page written defense of my PHRF rating, someone said 
"There's nothing worse than a lawyer with a word processor ... " 
OK, OK, I' 11 quit. But I' 11 be back. 

Let's go sailing ... V~v~ Wa.h-lb1Vt,g 

***************************************************************** 

VOLUNTEER LABOR INFORMATION 

NAME: MBR. #: 
ADDRESS: 
PHONE: (H w 
DATE(S) OF LABOR AT CLUB: 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF LABOR: 

TOTAL HOURS: 

SIGNATURE: 
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FROM THE ED I TOF~ 
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FROM T H E RACE C:OMMANDER 

RACE MANAGEMENT SEMINAR - SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE 

Mark your calendars for February 29 and March 1 for the 1992 AYC 
Race Management Seminar. It is early, but our preliminary plans 
are to have three types of concurrent sessions. 

(1) For those of you who have served as PRO's (Principal 
Race Officers) in the past, we hope to review changes in sailing 
instructions, procedures, and boat usage. Bob Gough, Senior USSA 
Judge from Dallas, will join us for his informative and enter
taining session for PRO's on what to do when things go wrong. 

(2) For the newer enthusiasts and those who need a review, 
we plan our usual Summary of Rtace Committee procedures to include 
such things as preparation and equipment, course selection, 
starting procedure, front of the RC boat, and back of the RC boat 
and a boat usage session in the afternoon. 

(3) SOMETHING NEW -- Scoring sessions will be added to 
train everyone to score the races on the computer. In fact, we 
are encouraging everyone in your fleet to come out and learn to 
score. This year we will be asking each fleet to provide two 
scoring personnel in addition to the usual number of race commit
tee. And don't forget the burgers for lunch. On Sunday everyone 
is invited to Bob Gough's sess;ion on conducting protests and a 
third scoring session for those of you who missed the sessions on 
Saturday. Stay tuned for details. 

***************************************************************** 

A PLEA FOR SCC:.>R I NG VOLUNTEERS! ! 

Computer literacy is NOT required! You will be taught everything 
you need to know. Come join the new elite group, the Scoring 
Committee, and learn the in's and out's of how to input race 
results on the computer and, like magic, produce accurate final 
score sheets. You don't have to give up racing; all scoring work 
will be done before and after the races. As a Scoring Committee 
member you will: (1) Supervise scoring of AYC events; (2) Score 
major regattas; (3) Train others in scoring software, and 
(4) Work with Race Committee to reso l ve scoring problems. 

Oops -- almost forgot to mention the fun you'll have with the 
other great folks at AYC and the challenge of mastering what 
appears to be a high tech mystery but, in fact, is really quite 
easy once you learn the tricks. 

For more information call Scoring Committee Chairman Joe Rymal, 
892-3810. 
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SAIL TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR 1992 

With the rising of the lake, most of our attention has been focused on 
restoring our facility to an operational level. However, Sail Training 
Programs were not washed downstream with the flood. We anticipate 
offering a full compliment of safety training, as well as sail training, 
at varying skill levels for all ages. 

Elizabeth Gee will again instruct and certify attendees in Basic First 
Aid, CPR for Adults, and CPR for Adult/Child/Infant early in the year. Liz 
Scardamalia is developing a Basic First Aid Course specific to our boat 
and dock setting to be held in the fall. Both women each have ten t o 
fifteen years of experience teaching and developing curricula. Vic 
Manning will instruct two courses in water Safety focusing on prevention 
of accidents and elementary rescues in a lake setting. With heightened 
awareness and acquired practical skills, we will continue to enjoy a safe 
environment. 

Two seminars are planned. Cynthia Darwin wi 11 host "Everything You Ever 
Wanted to Know About Sailing, but Didn't Know Who to Ask." Boat dealers, 
parts representatives, competitors from US Sailing ladder events, 
cruisers, and sailors who have made major ocean crossings will let it all 
hang out. Bob Farmer will host a fall Race Clinic on "Strategy & Tactics, 
Speed, and Rules." Ask your favorite "rock stars" those all important 
questions!!! 

Karen and Dick VanHooser are planning an Adult Learn to Sail Clinic. 
Those wanting to learn to helm a small boat - sign up! Barbara Hawn, 
Linda McDavitt (both former Adams Cup Competitors), and Della Pearson are 
making plans for an action-pack,:!d, women's racing camp. This camp is for 
advanced sailors who want to train for Adams Cup competition now or in the 
future. 

Vic Manning is the 1992 Chairman of the Junior Program. Some new programs 
are planned to provide continuous training for our junior sailors. An all 
day Thursday program is planne~ for the months of July and August for 
junior sailors eight and older. Instruction wi 11 be held from 9 - 4. 
Competitors will be coached from 6 - dark. Pre-camp Clinics, aka Peanut 
Butter and Jelly Series, will be conducted in June and August. This is a 
parent and child event to introduce all to the Optimist Dinghies, provide 
an opportunity to become comfortable with the water and the boats, develop 
an appreciation for sailing and water safety. Three one-week overnight 
camps will be held in June. The Roadrunner Regatta should be the 
culmination of the sunmer events. 

AYC is very fortunate to have so many talented sailors who are willing t o 
share their valuable time, expertise, and/or sailing stories . We continue 
to upgrade the training of our instructors; our teachers are certified by 
the American Red Cross , the American Heart Association, and US Sailing 
Association . Many hold teaching certificates . If you have not taken 
advantage of the educational opportunities provided at the club , YOU ARE 
MISSING THE BOAT!!! 
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1 992 .A,YC CALENDAR 
(Pending Final Board Approval 1/23/92) 

JANUARY 
All Events Cancel led 

FEBRUARY 
2, Frostbite 1 
8, UT Spring Qualifier/Women's 
9, Frostbite 2 
16, Frostbite 3 
29-March 1, Race Mgmt Seminar 

MARCH 
8, Opening Day & Spring Series 
15, Spring Series 2 
21, First Aid (8 Hrs) 
22, Spring Series 3 
28, UT Longhorn Cup 
29, Spring Series 4/Buffet 

APRIL 
4-5, Spring Regatta 
11, Race Clinic #1 (Land) 
12, Mid-Spring Series 1 
18-19, Easter Laser Regatta 
25-26, District Dinghy Champs 
26, Mid-Spring Series 2 

MAY 
2-3, SC-21 Champs 
3, Mid-Spring Series 3 
9-10, J-22 Circuit Regatta 
16, AYC Eliminations 
16, CPR (Adult/Child, 8 Hrs) 
17, Mid-Spring Series 4/Buffet 
23-24, Turnback Canyon Regatta 
30-31, Centerboard Regatta 

JUNE 
5-6, Emergency Water Safety 
6, Evening Series 1 
6, Jr. Peanut Butter & Jelly 
7, CPR (Adult, 4 Hrs) 
7-12, Jr. Camp 1 
11, Thursday Jr . Training 
13, Evening Series 2 
13-14, TYA Sears/Bemis/Smythe 
13, Jr. Peanut Butter & Jelly 
14-19, Jr. Camp 2 
18, Thursday Jr. Training 
20, Evening Series 3 
20, Jr. Peanut Butter & Jelly 
21-26, Jr. Camp 3 
25, Thursday Jr. Training 
27-28, Adult Learn to Sail 
27, Evening Series 4/Buffet 

JULY 
~hursday Jr . Training 
4-5, Governor's Cup/Keel 
11-12, Governor's Cup/Ctrbrd 
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JULY (continued) 
16, Thursday Jr. Training 
18, Summer Evening Series 1 
23, Thursday Jr. Training 
24-26, Women's Sailing Camp 
25, Summer Evening Series 2 
30, Thursday Jr. Training 

AUGUST 
1, Summer Evening Series 3 
1, Jr. Peanut Butter & Jelly 
2, Basic Water Safety 
6, Thursday Jr. Training 
8, Summer Evening Series 4 
8, Jr. Peanut Butter & Jelly 
13, Thursday Jr. Training 
14, LTCA Overnight Race 
15, Jr . Peanut Butter & Jelly 
15, Luau 
20, Thursday Jr. Training 
22, Summer Ev. Series 5/Buffet 
22, Jr. Peanut Butter & Jelly 
23, Keel Fleet Race 
29-30, Jr . Roadrunner Regatta 

SEPTEMBER 
5 , F am i l y Day 
12, AYC Singlehand Champs 

Men's, Women's, Jr. 's 
12, UT Sail Clinic 
13, Fa 11 Seri es 1 
19, UT McCarthy Cup 
19-20, Sunfish SW Regionals 
26-27, Cheap Thrills Regatta 
27, Fall Series 2 

OCTOBER 
~AYC Team Champs -- Men's, 

Women's, Jr. 's 
4, Fall Series 3 
10, Race Clinic #2 (Water) 
11, Fall Series 4/Buffet 
17-18, Fall Regatta 
24-25, J-24 Circuit Regatta 

NOVEMBER 
1, Winter Series 1 
8, Winter Series 2 
15, Winter Series 3 
22, Winter Series 4/Buffet 
29, Wild Turkey Regatta 

DECEMBER 
3, Annual Meeting 
5, Annual Banquet 
12, Children's Christmas Party 
13, Red Eye Warm-Up 



Photo by Ty ~ohru.on 
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LASER FLEET FIND-A-SKIPPER 

NOSRACTRUKUEGAGEVADKOOPEIKNAHXA\rTELTRABNHOJGFNAINAHARBUSIVARB 
JSARAHBAKERIFBYNOWHERDADHASBOUGHTARADIALRIGFORHERBOATJEFHEWBR 
~EYENEHCYKCEBVHKGNGNUOYHIKFELSTYPEWOTRLLEHCTIMLLIBEWYTFHGFUYI 
R~GMDNSRGHFHRFYGEDTINYKIMFRYAFIKHDSGFKUEDIRBCMNHOJHDSUHJDBfJT 
HN~JAHOFIHAHGIHEGNMLEEGHVMEESYTMLLEDROCRENNOBGHRMEBGKCRBCNBSB 
AEGECRGSTCHPDTUEGWSHAFGGFSDDETDKOZHOKOZHOANNIETOOQAIFKCNRPSQR 

' PDNID~CRDQHFACDGBACHFPNADHGERIIVJNFDUJDUJFDHNRFNETRIREROUEOEA 
ARRVT~OUNYNHIRUGAGNFEGPRGHJGAMMHAUEHTORHCSDERFOORKITIRESYRRET 
RAEAURKHSKRSLNNFVMFHDRBIJEDSYEHLBNDLKMRGFHHFKSGRLUJHFGWIHRFHH 
NHKNCEN~HWBFIHOUEEHEWMHTRVTCRCFAGCYLHGNLMNGIHTIKJHGRAKIIYREL 
OYGNKNADXKANLESJLTMVRETAUTYAIWSEOUILWITUOURRYTVIUYT9URRRUWIOI 
LBUAENHEE~UHILOTUDTAAERGNYAHDINMHSRSEGODSNRKJIJGLFMHTRRRHEKJS 
DBOJROKRER~KEYITAUREGDHREUYAINHFGYTEEVHTGAEINYGUVHGFWIEAQLWQT 
IODHFBHFREDRWROBITOMLEACHHXVMBOHDKHENFEHGJHGFKSDJGIUHSIGYERUA 
TBDTTIVADCHADNILSDRETLAHDEHNBHJBHDEFRYHZUWSTRIEWHGFHXOHZKRHES 
WHOTHEHELLISHIKESTRANGE ?ASUNFISHER?YESIDGTJSEILNAMLLANKRAHJSD 
GRAEYTSALTSEFTSRUWTAEDUNDELIASAHTRAMDLFBODSBSEILNAMLLAHKRAHDS 
SHIRLEYSLAUGHTERREMERBIKCIVJOHNBARTLETTNSENGAGEDAGAINHAHAHAHA 
KTUSTDHPURPLEBLOODGUTSKJFDHGSELLEWEDUALCAILARTSUANIHTRUHISSHI 
EGBEE7AUYREITUGRENOSNHOJNALLABEFTUGKRUTKRAMFDEFWH3HEWJGRFAAKF 
NMIFGIHVYENEHCTTOCSEHHGHFLGEELIUUTYREEMITGIBKCUSSLEEKDAELMHIF 
NOLVSTPFERHESOSTARBOARDYOUIDIOTLCRADICALDUDEBILLSMITHDJNKHNRG 
YRLFUNKSJHFDHGURDHGSKGNOWNONREVGLNHFJEGDIRFLESNIVEKRHDABJUOKB 
RTBBNNUCEVAFUGREBMORTTAHKJHFRKJHEHNBVKJFHSLERFCIREDUFNCHGMTLD 
ESRSGFRVJEDSTRYPPALYNCNYELPATGIARCIMCDAVITTNBVJHCGATNEOHJPSED 
AVYUOGTYJTLFTQYIMRUYELPRATSITRUCGRFTYVQJHPAULFRELSNHEIBJHHGCH 
DLDCHWCQKHGKDIBRODIECOBBADALLASBOYHACHOIKAABARBHAWNLILLGQRNLB 
RESRRAABRITBRATBRITBRATGFHTIMSDLOGYHAHYLVHPJ24920 >YI LAIRYEIEJ 
IYOAYYRWUYLEGSCRISTIWGUREYNODNREHANYRBEHDGEMYENEHCLVAMEHFYVAO 
DFNMKHSPENNYLOOKUPFORYOURDAUGHTER ACRMRCLJILNCDBHGRIIKRNURAIRH 

RHXTROYTHIRYTILRUYNGNOWNONREVLTEUTRCSAGLHMROCURHUENEOUDLNLRN 
L RKKINSABZDIVAD+DIANEZBASNIKWERYDSADRTSGHGASLOKRFNGBNRAYKHDS 

IGWQRLELVISPRESLEYKGFREDAGAINHRHGRXAEHFNJHGKHALDHSSEHLLWEAAG 
S @HOWROTETHISNONSENSEj}BZOT SACMIJVDHVDYSDUYSFIDMLDKTRYAGELSVI 

WHENDOTHEWEDNESDAYRACESSTART?MAY?ORINCGKTOMWOODDUMONPGNBSDER 
RE SYEKEDEKEDYJOHNWILCOXGDNELLAYAJYTUOJHFYEWYBFDOMNPYAOBOEWL 

SUNGOHYSHCIREDEDSKOORBYCRADSGROBEUSTAHEWYTEYUTAQURYJHRRENKAF 
ATHRYNHAMMONDFRESHMANFOREVERHMESEIPSELKKNAHDNKWFRWFEYTRSRHR 

ILNJKKHSDHJLHHTORHCSDERFEDCJHGSDJHEFNRHGSFDGHDAFHVBFDSSLSULI 
IHKEBOJHENGAKJKJIMBAKERCHTDSFYHSGDFHXHGCHFSDHGSFIHSSFDTYEITBE 

YZDEGNFDHEDRHGEFKHGFDSHGSDHGDHVBPFDHOSFDHGFDSHGFNHDFDOLISKEN 
ODHGSGBHGDVFKGANHWDHGFEHRGDFKHGHFHGKJDGGJHDSJHGKDAFAHNLNTRRD 
UXZWMPSADHGEFTRHSKAKJHNFEKBOBFREEMANZDUANEDOBSONDGMHREAFEAGS 

SHFHW IDKFHGLAUHDHLHHDELOFGDSGABSUCSASI NAHLLAHKRAHDAHBSGRHIU 
GRWYHDSEFEIUYLIRIUETLUYHFDKJSTRIUYRUMIEHARDLLIBYTKNOSWALYORT 

GFHFIYDSWRYITLEKIURWLJHLJHPSFKJHGFUISDFHRUOFLABEVADFBWGNCDS 
FYHJWGDTYRGYREOITRIUMDIBULLNOSKCIRDNEHMIJSHLUQUWLKHFELUGUUOS 
THEHANINTHEHOONRBKSARAHBAKERIFDADBUYSARADIALRIGERKYKTRLSTKJR 
TELTNAMYEKCIML SCOTTYOUNGTOOOLDFORREALSAILBOATSEGLEMYDDUBITJI 
FOURCALLINGBIRDSTHREEFRENCHHENSTWOTURTLEDOVESREFJJHGDSUFIVEV 
BILLLEVENSROSSDRESSFORLESSDUDEPFRAVISUBRAMANIAMAGAINZKJHGDAA 
TORHC SXQKNWAHBRABRE SOOHAVDNALKCIVNERAKDATTAGERRESALRETSAELAR ......, 
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